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1 Abstract
In the world of cyber crime and high
tech crime we usually think about
things like internet and banking
fraud, child pornography, cyber
bullying1, hacking2 of computer
systems, distributed denial of
services3 and defacing4.
In 2006 the Dutch National Police
started with The National High Tech
Crime Unit (NHTCU). The NHTCU
was initiated for complex digital
cases where automated systems
attack other automated systems, the
social importance is high and the
technology used by these criminal
activities is complex. So the NHTCU
is, although excisting for almost eight
years, a relative new come unit at
the Dutch National Police.
Cases that are handled by the
NHTCU are, for example, complex
banking frauds where new malware5
is used to do the fraud, hacking of
important vital servers where social
importance is high (companies,
1
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Cyber bullying is the use of Information
Technology to harm or harass other people
in a deliberate, repeated, and hostile
manner for example via postings on internet
forums.
2
Hacking, also called cracking, is breaking
into computer systems.
3
A distributed denial of services is the aim
to make computers, servers or computer
services unavailable by using lots of
computers that all send data to the targeted
computer system.
4
By defacing an internet page is changed
without the permission of the owner.
5
Malware, short for malicious software, is
malicious software made to operate on
computersystems with malicious intent.

hospitals, banks, etc) and complex
botnet infrastructures that are
attacking Dutch computer systems.
All above mentioned examples are
attacks on “normal” computer
infrastructures. A other segment
about which was a lot to do
sometime ago was the segment of
Industrial Control Systems6 (ICS).
Stuxnet7 was the most known
catalyst for this. Where there is a lot
of knowledge about the “normal”
computer infrastructures, there is
less knowledge about ICS at the
NHTCU. Not only about the devices
used
like
SCADA8,
PLC’s9,
HMI’s11,
Industrial
SoftPLC’s10,
6

Industrial Control Systems is a general
term for control systems general used in
industrial processes. These systems can be
for example SCADA, PLC, SoftPLC, HMI,
Industrial Computers and remote I/O.
7
Stuxnet was malware developed to target
ICS. Stuxnet was especially developed to
target PLC’s and other ICS devices from
Siemens at nuclear plants in Iran.
8
SCADA stands for Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition and is mostly used to
monitor the process and collect data from
the process. SCADA is in most cases
installed on computers that are centrally
installed in an operator room where the
whole process comes together.
9
PLC stands for Programmable Logic
Controller and is an industrial device that
uses input and output modules in
combination with a programmable processor
to control the industrial process.
10
SoftPLC functions as a normal PLC but
now as a software application on a
computer. Instead of physical in- and output
module the softPLC uses an interface
module in the computer to receive his input
signals and to send his output signals.
11
HMI stands for Human Machine Interface
nowadays in most cases via touchscreen
units that are connected to a PLC and where
the operator can monitor the process and
operate it via the touchscreen.

Computers12 and Remote inputs and
outputs13 but also about the way the
companies manage these systems.
So at this moment ICS and Police
are two different worlds. The
question what do we need to know
as Police about these systems?
Although in the criminality analyses
of the NHTCU for 2012/2103 there is
a section about ICS and also
Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition systems is mentioned
several times, a case by the NHTCU
was never done on comprimized
ICS. The time that Stuxnet was
active, companies checked their ICS
infrastructure and needed patching
the weakpoints in it [3].
In earlier days ICS where standalone
systems and protocols were most of
the time proprietary there was less
ICS security awareness needed.
Because these protocols were hard
to understand but more important
because systems were never or
almost never connected to the
internet. The last years more and
more ICS are internet ready and also
actually connected to the internet.
With this the old systems are
indirectly also unlocked to the
internet. Where in the IT it is already
12

Industrial Computers are like normal
computers but most of the times hardened
to meet the extreme conditions in the
industrial process. So are industrial
computer most of the time not equipped with
a fan (attracts dust and dirt) and are flat
cable not used (to avoid electrical failure).
13
Remote inputs and outputs are physical
models to control the industrial process
instead of the inputs and outputs directly
connected to the PLC Controller these
inputs and outputs are placed on different
places in the process but still controlled by
the same PLC or even SoftPLC.

normal to build your infrastructure on
excisiting security standards like the
IEC142700015 and do frequent
penetration tests16 this field is pretty
new for the ICS environment. With
the IEC6244317, released this year,
there will be also a standard for ICS.
Although only the IEC62443-2-4,
Certification of IACS18 suppliers
security policies and practices, will
be released it will be a start but it will
take some years to be implemented
fully.
For this research the security
awareness
and
security
implementation at companies that
are using ICS and the actual
knowledge at the NHTCU on ICS
security will be the target. As a
starting point for this research there
will be, in chapter 6, a demonstration
how easy it is to connect modern ICS
to the internet without having any
knowledge
on
ICS
security.
14

The
International
Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) is the world’s leading
organization that prepares and publishes
International Standards for all electrical,
electronic and related technologies.
15
IEC27000 standard series is a standard
for information security management, risks
and controls.
16
A penetration test is done to check on
weak points in the IT infrastructure so these
weak points can be harden. With a
penetration test an attack on the IT
infrastructure is simulated. It is also possible
to do a penetration test on the IT
infrastructure in combination with a physical
test to test for example the entrance policy.
Most of the time before a penetration test is
done there will be an intake to discuss the
limit of the test.
17
IEC62443 standard is a standard for ITSecurity in Industrial Control System
environments
18
International Association of Classification
Societies.

Companies will be asked to complete
a survey. With the results of this
servey the interview for ICS security
will be build up. For the companies
that will be interviewed a distinction
is
made
between
critial
infrastructure19, end-users20 and
system
integrators
/
Original
Equipment
Manufacturers
/
21
suppliers
(System Integrators in
this thesis). Combined with the
results of the interviews at the
NHTCU the ICS landscape about the
security awareness on ICS and to
get companies and the NHTCU
closer together so when a company
is compromized the line to mitigate
the situation is shortened.
Achieved results from the research
are:
At this moment we can devide the
ICS world into critical infrastructure,
end-users, system integrators and
system
integrators
/
Original
Equipment
Manufacturers
/
suppliers. From the government side
the National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) is the contact with the critical
infrastructure. While writing this
thesis the NCSC was busy to
introduce a so-called notifiable for
critical infrastructures when a ICS
security breach occures. Besides this
19

Critical Infrastructure includes utilities like
gas, water, electricity, oil, communication
and finance.
20
The term end-user in this thesis is used
for a company that produces end-product or
provides a service.
21
The term system integrators / original
equipment manufacturers / suppliers in this
thesis is used for a company that builds
industrial installation and/or implement ICS
devices into industrial processes.

notifiable the first chapter will be
released from the ICS standard
IEC63443.
Another organisation involved in the
industrial
environment
is
the
International Instruments Users’
association EWE (WIB). The WIB is
an organisation that represents the
end-users. The WIB has set-up the
report Process Domain Security
Requirements for Vendors version 2
(October 2010 and will be renewed
end 2014 version 3) [13]. The full
WIB report is downloadable at
http://www.wib.nl/reportindex/WIB_M
2784_PCS_vendorsecurity_v2.pdf.
As mentioned in this report “there are
four process areas domains used to
separate the basic characteristics of
the security engineering process
from
the
management
and
institutionalization
characteristics.
The process areas consist of all
practices
that
define
security
engineering.” The four process areas
domains are:
-

Organizational
System Capability
System Acceptance Testing
and Commissioning
Maintenance and support

Practices on cyber security are
included in the WIB report. The
IEC62443 will also include the
process area domains as defined by
the WIB.
Most interviewed companies believe
it is a good thing that the standard is
finally released but also that there is
still some work to do before it will be
fully implemented and accepted.
So where the critical infrastructure is
operated by the NCSC and the end-

user by the WIB there is no
organisation that is involved for ICS
Security for the system integrators,
also smaller end-user are most of the
time depending on there own.
One
of
the
most
important
communication channels between
the private sector and government
are the Information Sharing and
Analysis Centres (ISAC). There are
different ISAC’s like:
-

Financial
Multinationals
Telecom
Water
Nuclear
Energy
Harbour
Airport
Managed Service Providers
Health
Insurance

Not all interviewed companies are
affiliated with one of the ISAC’s as
not all interviewed companies are
operational in the above-mentioned
fields. From the companies who are
affiliated with one of the ISAC’s we
received the remark that the ISAC’s
have to be more operational.
When looking at the way the
companies unlock their ICS we can
say that most companies are doing
this indirectly. So there is almost no
ICS component directly connected to
the internet. However it is known that
companies connect their ICS devices
directly to internet without additional
security aspect. Most of the time this
is done because lack of knowledge
or complacency.
When looking at policies on the use
of computerized devices, patching,

passwords, remote connection and
penetration testing, there is a big gap
between critical infrastructure on one
side and the end-users and system
integrators on the other side. At the
critical infrastructures these polices
are mostly implemented. Rules for
connecting an USB-device to the ICS
are absent at almost all interviewed
companies. And right here is one of
the biggest security breaches as also
mentioned by almost all the
interviewed companies.
Another big issue at this moment is
the separation of the Information
Technology department (IT)22 and
Operational Technology department
(OT)23 if this last one already exists.
In most of the cases of the
interviewed
companies
the
communication
between
these
departments is poor. Although in
some cases there are steps taken to
improve this, mostly done by setting
up a sort of interface group of people
who speak both languages.
When asking the companies about
how to act when an attack occurs,
most interviewed companies will pull
the plug and install the systems with
new software. From the companies
point of view a logical decision. But
when looking at the forensic aspects
it is the poorest decision you can
take when criminal investigation has
to be done but also to learn by the
companies to prevent a same attack
22

Information Technology department (IT) is
the department involved in the office
automation
23
Operational Technology department (OT)
is the department involved in the process
automation. This will be in most cases the
way the ICS devices are unlocked to the
office side. Here IT and OT meet.

in the future
infrastructure.

and

harden

the

Asking the companies about the
most typical way they will be
compromised, most answer this that
it will be an inside employee.
The knowledge at the NHTCU on
ICS at this moment is very low,
although NHTCU already have send
some employees to a Control
System Security Training there is no
real
knowledge
on
Industrial
Systems and the plants where they

are used is low. On this moment
there is no real relation with the
NHTCU when looking at ICS
Security.
Another field taken into this research
is the IT-security field; here there are
some IT-security companies who are
specialized
on
ICS.
These
companies also give courses on ICS
security and do penetration tests and
audits at industrial companies. We
also
see
classic
IT-security
companies who are starting to take a
look into the field of ICS Security.
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2 Introduction
When comparing “normal” forensics
with digital forensics the last one is a
newcomer in the world of law
enforcement. The National High
Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU) of the
National Dutch Police started in
2006. The NHTCU was initiated for
complex digitale cases where
automated systems attack other
automated systems, the social
importance is high and the used
technology is complex and/or new.
The NHTCU already did some cases
where banks, telecom company and
also a hospital were attacked from
the outside. All these processes are
highly vital and contain a lot of
classified
and
private
data.
Nowadays more and more industrial
processes are connected to the
internet. Not only banks, where
internetand
mobile
banking
nowadays is totally normal and near
field communication/pay will be the
next step, and hospitals also connect
their systems to the internet but also
the vital infrastructure like energy
companies and drinking water
companies do so. Besides these
companies, also big end-users and
system integrators make use of the
possibiliy to connect their processes
and machines to the internet.
Sometimes directly to re-program, to
give a system integrator access to
the process or machine and
sometimes indirect by connecting
corporate systems to the ICS so to
get information like production data
and supply chain information.
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With the increasing connection of
industrial control systems to the
internet and the more and more
sophisticated way of programming
malware the change of a targeted
attack24 is also increasing. The
Stuxnet malware is known by a lot of
people because of the news items
about it. Malware like Duqu, Flame,
Gauss and Aramco are lesser
known, but were also used to attack
industrial control systems. Sites like
shodanhq.com make it more easy for
the public to scan on vulnerable
industrial control systems. Do also
not forget the possibility of Google to
search for vulnerabilities in Industrial
Control Systems (ICS). But not only
online tools like shodanhq.com and
Google are used but also with tools
like Zmap and Masscan it is pretty
easy to do your first reconnaissance
on open ports and other interesting
information like running services.
How aware are industrial companies
who have connected their processes
to the internet about the possibility of
cyber attacks like targeted attacks?
Why do these companies want to
connect their processes to the
internet? What is their knowledge on
the platform of Industrial Control
System Security (ICSS)? What is the
knowledge of the NTCU on ICS? Are
there already professional relations
between law enforcement and
companies.
And
what
other
departments are involved? This has
to be known so the time to take
24

A targeted attack is an attack that
focused on specific data to be getting like
intellectual properties or is an attack that
focused on a certain company and the ITinfrastructure used by this company.
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action after a system is compromised
can
be
shortened
and
the
information logged during an attack
will available for investigation. And,
last but not least, what do we as the
NHTCU need to know about these
systems and what is the knowledge
at this moment on ICS?
In order to answer these question
interviews at companies who have
connected their process to internet
on security awareness, control
system
security
education,
implementation of the internet
connection, keeping their process up
to date and measures taken when a
security breach accures, will done.
At the law enforcement side there
will investigated the awareness on
control systems, what do we know
about these systems, what can we
do what, what is needed, to do an
criminal
investigation,
which
departments are involved and which
professional relation are already
established. Not only the NHTCU will
be interviewed but also the
Netherlands Forensic Institute and
the National Cyber Security Centre.
In the criminality analyses of the
NHTCU for 2012/2013 (Bernaards,
et all, 2012) it is written that attacks
on ICS are an actual threat for the
society. Although most attacks at this
time are on the financial sector like
banks and the users who are using
internet banking ICS are a real
concern. There is an increase of socalled SCADA vulnerabilities and
also sites like Shodanhq.org and
packages like SCADA+ pack make it
easier to find these vulnerabilites in
ICS.
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Also on the 8th of April 2014 the
support on the Windows XP
distribution
by
Microsoft
was
stopped. The release of updates will
stop so patching will not be an option
anymore. A lot of companies
(72.73% of the survey) are using
computersystems with Windows XP.
Not only for their ICS but also for
systems that are used for other goals
than ICS and that are directly or indirect connected to the ICS. Think
about management data systems
and printer services.
There is a change that cyber
criminals are already busy to find
vulnerabilites or already have them
and are writing malicious code for
these vulnerabilities. Now they only
have to wait until the support on
Windows XP ends before the release
of the malicious codes. In this
situation zero-day’s25 can be a real
danger for continuity of ICS and even
a danger for the society. It will be
even possible that malicious codes
not directly written for ICS can be a
danger for these systems when
penetrating the ICS infrastructure via
the office environment of the
company.

3 Problem Statement
Classic IT security is nowadays a
standard when configuring an office
IT infrastructure. In the world of
25

A zero-day is a computer application
vulnerability that is not known by others like
the developer or company that is manages
the application.
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Industrial Processes the security for
Control Systems is not always taking
into the plan when configuring the
Industrial Control System (ICS)
infrastructure. Producing products or
provide a service is for most
companies the most important issue
the ICS security is something new.
Another issue in the ICS security is
that new ICS products are “plug and
play” ready to connect to the internet.
Not only the fact that it is pretty easy
to connect products like HMI’s and
PLC’s to the internet but when doing
so old systems are also in-directly
connected to the internet. These
systems are most of the time
decades old and were never
designed for connecting to the
internet. Besides this also the
Operating Systems running on these
systems are most of the time old and
patching is something that is rarely
done because of “vulnerabilities” in
combination with the old ICS.
What is the security awareness at
companies that are connecting their
ICS environment direct or in direct to
the internet? And on the other hand
what is the knowledge on the side of
the law enforcement on ICS? How
can we improve the knowledge of
these systems? How can we move
these two different worlds, with their
different interests, more towards
each other?
The core business for companies is
to produce their products or provide
a service. Most of the time, because
of competition and social presure,
the companies are very closed to the
outside world. So getting the
cooperation from these companies
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was the first step to start this
reasearch.
Contact to some companies were
made via the the National High Tech
Crime Unit (NHTCU). Besides this
approach contacts with some
companies was also made via
personal contact in the field of
industrial automation. Aim was to get
the cooperation from vital end-users
like
water-,
energy-companies,
hospitals, end-user with a production
where data management is important
and system integrators / original
equipment manufacturers who are
building complex installations where
ICS is a important component.
Because of the sensitivity of the
information
given
by
these
companies the names of these
companies and also the names of
the employees who were interviewed
are not mentioned in this thesis.
Analyses and comparisons are done
on
and
between
previously
mentioned types of companies. The
results are split up into the sections:
company, employees, education,
ICS,
Operating
Systems
and
computersystems used in the ICS
Environment, ICS Security.
Are there standards or is there even
a legislation for ICS security and are
there security products developed for
ICS? Apart from the information
gathered from the cooperated
companies also these subjects
needed to researched. To do so,
reading a lot of all kinds of standard
was necessary but also interviewing
the National Cyber Security Centre,
European
Network
for
Cyber
Security and Process Automation
users Association.
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To make the connection to the law
enforcement
also
the
Police
organisation
was
interviewed.
Because the Police organisation
counts more than 60.000 employees
over 11 departments interviews only
took part at the National Crime
Squad. Employees who are working
as digital investigator or digital
coordinator at a cybercrime –
National High Tech Crime Unit were
interviewed. The focus in these
interviews was on their knowledge
on ICS, ICS standards, ICS
products, contacts they have in the
ICS field and how they will act when
there is a ICS infrastructure
compromised.

-

Are employees educated on
ICS security?
Which standards and
legislations exist for ICS?
How are companies
responding to security
breaches?
What is the knowledge level of
forensics at the companies?
Which agreements are made
between companies and law
enforcement?
What is the role of the
government on ICS Security?

3.1 Goal
How and why are ICS connected to
the internet, how are they secured
and how is the National High Tech
Crime unit involved in ICS?

3.2 Problem posing
Cybercrime is an increasing part of
“classic crime” with also an
increasing connection of ICS to
internet; the risk of comprised ICS is
therefore also increasing. Knowledge
about the environment and technics
used for ICS is not or almost
unknown by Dutch law enforcement.

3.3 Research questions
-
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How and why are ICS
components connected to the
internet?
What considerations are taken
when choosing to connect the
process to the internet?
Are these components
secured?

4 Literature Survey
For the literature survey the problem
statement was chosen as central
point was “Industrial Control System
Security Awareness and Law
Enforcement”.
Starting point was searching on the
internet on previous research work
on Industrial Control System Security
(ICS) and the role of law
enforcement. For this search topic
Google
Scholar
(http://scholar.google.nl/) and the
UCD Library (http://library.ucd.ie)
was used but it did not came back
with results that were directly
discussing
the
role
of
law
enforcement in ICS. Because of this
the search topic was adjusted to
Industrial Control System Security.
With this search topic a high number
of search results was found. First
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concern was to filter the documents
that were relevant for this research.
For this the filter was on topics that
were discussing the real ICS
security, meaning what are the
threats when unlocking an ICS
infrastructure directly or indirect to
the internet.
Research at the ICS Security for this
research will be different than most
other researches found during the
literature survey. The aim is not to
check on the real security but how do
companies unlocking their ICS and
when they do, what measures are
taken and are they aware of the
possible threats? Are they aware of
the traces after an attack or infection
and how do they act after an attack
or infection? What does the NHTCU
know about the ICS and what do
they know about the industrial
processes?
There will be interviews with the
companies instead of looking at the
theoretical way as it is mentioned in
the literature this research is looking
at the way the ICS is really used at
this moment when unlocked.
There is a lot written about ICS
security, and with this we also got
more
familiar
with
several
legislations and standards that are
developed for ICS security. Also
standards not directly developed for
ICS security were useful for setting
up this research. Legislations and
standards will be discussed later in
this chapter.
The paper IT Security for Industrial
Control Systems from the National
Institute
of
Standards
and
Technology (NIST) (Falco, Stouffer,
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Wavering, & Proctor, n.d.) from the
Intelligent
System
Division,
Gaithersburg, MD, in coordination
with the Process Control Security
Requirements Forum, found that
foremost
amongst
the
many
characteristics of real time process
control application like efficiency and
time-critical response the security in
general is not a strong design driver.
An important difference (Falco et al,
n.d.) for digital industrial control
systems is made in both processbased and discrete-based.
This is something that will be also
implemented in this research when
asking the companies about their
ICS security. This because processbased controls can have a different
security point of view than discretebased controls. The first mentioned
is a continuous process while the
second is a batch based process.
Process-based controls will have a
continuous security starting point
where discrete-based control can
have different security starting-points
depending on the actual batch.
ICS are developed to meet
performance, reliability, safety and
flexibility requirements. Therefore the
IT security was never a significant
issue in ICS when developing the
infrastructure. From the conclusion
(Falco et al, n.d.) that systems were
normally isolated and based on
proprietary
hardware
and
communication, it is normal that IT
security was never a significant
issue. This is something that
nowadays is totally different, ICS are
almost plug and play to connect to
the internet. When these new
controls are introduced and added to
excising ICS, also old proprietary
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systems are indirectly connected to
the internet, but these systems were
not designed for this kind of
application. And this is one of the
prime research topics, how are
companies handling these issues
and are they aware of the fact the old
systems can be, even without the
knowledge of the engineers and
other employees, connected to the
internet because of a new system
introduced to the system.
(Falco, et al, n.d.) There are several
risks associated with IT threats to
ICS. Health and Safety of human
lifes, financial implications, loss of
product,
loss
of
proprietary
information and image of the
companies are some. Vulnerabilities
are often introduced because of lack
of policies. When introducing and
use of company IT policy is done
properly, companies can reduce
these
vulnerabilities.
Password
policy,
patch
management,
vulnerability
management,
risk
management and rollback systems
are some possibilities to introduce to
reduce vulnerabilities. Besides this
also monitoring and actively use of
this monitoring to update the ICS
infrastructure can help to secure the
ICS.
In
Security
for
Industrial
Communication Systems (Dzung,
Naedele, Von Hoff, & Crevatin, 2005)
an overview is given of IT security
issues in Industrial Automation
Systems. Also in this paper (Dzung,
et all, 2005) it is pointed at the fact
that companies have to make fast
and cost effective decisions because
of a demanding market. Because of
this up-to-date data has to be
available. Not only for the plant floor
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but also for the management. This
results in an increasing unlocking of
ICS to other systems, office
automation and directly to the
internet. With this also the IT threats
increase and the change of
compromised ICS gets bigger.
In the paper (Dzung, et al, 2005) is
written that the ICS systems normally
were closed proprietary systems that
use proprietary communication but
that today they are using open and
standardized internet technologies
as
even
internet
itself
to
communicate. There are different
motivation for attacking ICS; political,
financial, competition, hostile nations
etc. Also the attack vector can be
eavesdrops27,
different:
DoS26,
breaking into a system, virus28,
trojans/worms29.
Another topic mentioned (Dzung, et
al, 2005) and important for this
research is the way of reporting
incidents. How are companies
reporting incidents if they are even
reported? What security issues are
taken to keep information and
system
confidential,
integer,
available, authentic and authorized?
Also mentioned in this paper is the
26

Denial of Service (DoS) is to make a
computer system unavailable to its users.

27

Eavesdrops is listen secretly to a
conversation, here secretly listen to
communication between computer systems.
28
Virus is a malicious code intended to be
executed on a computer system.
29
A Trojan is code that looks like a normal a
legitimate computer application but has
malicious code inside that will be executed
after installation on a computer system. A
worm is standalone malicious code that has
the property to spread through other
computer systems.
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encryption of communication and
use of VPN30 and PGP31servers.
The mentioning (Dzung, et al, 2005)
of the ICS setup like defence in
depth where the ICS infrastructure is
build up in several zones is an
important topic for this interview.
Here the most outer zone contains
less valuable targets than the most
inner zones. Intrusion Detection
Systems are very valuable to
discover attacks.
In Improving Security for SCADA
Control Systems (Hentea, 2008)
from the Excelsior College, Albany,
NY, USA, it is mentioned that since
the emergence of the internet, ICS is
integrated with business systems
and so becomes more exposed to
cyber threats. Also the involving of
ICS from closed proprietary systems
to open systems with general use of
standard operating systems and
communication
via
tcp/ip32
is
mentioned as a security concern and
the rise of threats. Also the fact that
ICS is adopting new web technology
like ActiveX33, Java34 and HTML 535
30

Virtual Private Network (VPN) is used to
communicate (encrypted) secure between
two computer network / devices.
31
Pretty Good Privacy is used to
communicate (encrypted) secure between
two computer networks / devices.
32
TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and internet protocol (IP)
and is inter among others used for
communication between computer network
devices.
33
ActiveX is a software framework created
by Microsoft.
34
Java is a computer programming
languages often used for web applications.
35
HTML 5 stands for Hyper Text Markup
Language and is often used for web
applications.
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gives real security concerns. Also the
use of OPC36 can give these
concerns.
Another important topic mentioned in
this study (Hentea, 2008) is the
separation of the office and
production automation and the lack
of interest and knowledge from one
into the other can be a security
concern. Because of the different
perspectives of these groups can
give a lack on the global picture of
the overall automation.

-

-

In Addressing IT Security for Critical
Control Systems, (Naedele, n.d.)
from ABB Corporate Research,
Baden-Dattwil, Switzerland it is also
mentioned the involving of ICS from
closed to open systems. According
to this study (Naedele, n.d.) not only
this involving of ICS is important but
also the financial issue.

-

Naedele gives on several security
issues an answer. For this research
especially the answers on policy,
responsibility,
standards,
management,
preventing
and
controlling will be important and the
analyses of the outcome of the
survey and interview questions.
In
Standardizing
Industrial
IT
Security – A First Look at the IEC
approach (Naedele, n.d.) from ABB
Corporate Research, Baden-Dattwil,
Switzerland especially the mentioned
standards are important, also the
different stakeholders and their
expectations are interesting for this
research.
36

OPC stands for OLE for Process Control
and is used for data exchange between
industrial systems.
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IPS38, Anti Virus and Firewalls
and how is monitoring and
detection managed?

Looking at the above-mentioned
papers and studies there are a lot of
ICS issues mentioned in all, like:

-

-

IT Security is not most
important
factor
when
designing
the
ICS
infrastructure
ICS was normally developed
with closed and proprietary
technics also communication
was proprietary. Nowadays
the ICS technics are open and
communication is most of the
time TCP/IP based. Use of
ActiveX, Java and HTML5 is
not making the systems more
secure.
Because of an increasing
demand to get real-time data
out of the ICS, and not only
for the plan floor but also the
office and management, ICS
is getting more and more
unlocked.
When ICS is compromised
there is a real chance of real
danger for human and the
environment. Besides this
also company image damage,
finance, loss of product and
loss of proprietary information
are mentioned.
Reporting incidents by the
companies
How are ICS infrastructures
set-up? Do they use IDS37,

For this research the questions about
the way companies want to unlock
their ICS, how they unlock there ICS
and what security measures are
taken to secure the unlock, are most
important.
In Industrial Network Security
(Knapp, 2011) Securing Critical
Infrastructure Networks for Smart
Grid, SCADA, and other Industrial
Control Systems, a pretty complete
overview is given on how to secure
and harden the ICS.

4.1 Literature Survey on ICS
standards
During the reading of abovementioned
literature
some
information on standards was
already collected. Although most of
them were written for the industry of
the United States of America there
were also some globally used
standards like the IEC and ISA39
standards.
An important standard for ICS is the
ISA99/IEC62443, this standard is for
industrial network communication. It
consists of:

38

37

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used
to monitor the network or system activities
for malicious activities or policy violations.
Often the information logged to a logging
server. The IDS, in general, does not block
attacks or prevent against malware. For this
an Intrusion Prevention System should be
installed.
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Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
monitors the network and/or system
activities for malicious activity. Often the
information is logged to a logging server.
39

International Society of Automation (ISA)
their mission for them is to set the standard
for automation by enabling automation
professionals across the world to work
together for the benefit of all.
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figure 1

During the literature survey also the
WIB
was
seen,
International
Instruments Users’ association EWE.
The WIB published in October 2010
the Report: M2784 – X-10 (WIB,
second edition, 2010). The title of
this report is Process Domain
Security Requirements for Vendors –
WIB Working group: Plan Security.
In the introduction of this report
(WIB, second edition, 2010) is
written, “this document specifies
requirements
and
gives
recommendations for IT security to
be fulfilled by vendors of process
control & automation systems to be
used in Process Control Domains
(PDC)”.

For building up the survey questions
and setting up the interviews there is
also made use of the National
Institute
of
Standards
and
Technology
(NIST),
Guide
to
Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) and Industrial
Control System (ICS) Security. In
this guide (Stouffer, Falco, &Kent,
2008) several security issues are
mentioned to secure the SCADA and
ICS. Especially the mentioned
defence in depth I include in my
research. Here (Stouffer, et al, 2006)
mentioned among others; developing
of security policies, procedures and
education,
implementation
of
network topology for ICS, separation
of the corporate and ICS network,
Demilitarized Zones (DMZ), ICS
critical designing, disabling not used
ports and services, restricting
physical access to ICS, use of antivirus, IDS and encryption and
patching after testing.
Another standard that can be used to
harden the ICS environment is the
ISO/IEC 27002:2013. This standard
is not directly focused on ICS but can
be a help for auditing the indirect
systems connected to the ICS.

With the implementation of this
document of the WIB in this research
not only the side of the users of the
ICS but also the vendors are
covered. As the rules setup and used
by the end-users will also have their
effect on the vendors. For this
research this document will be used
for setting up the interview. Besides
that there will investigate the role of
the WIB in the ICS field and what
kind of goals they have.
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5 Adopted Approach
What is the ICS security awareness
at critical infrastructure companies
like energy and drinking water
companies,
end-users
like
production companies and system
integrators / original equipment
manufacturers? And what is the
knowledge on ICS at the National
High Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU) on
ICS?
To proof how easy it is to connect an
ICS to the internet and how easy it is
to capture data when not secured
properly there is done a test with JMobile40. It is not only this product
but also other products of brands
that are easy to connect to the
internet. It is the same with normal
routers for home automation. Take it
out of the box and it is ready to use,
there is only one problem all settings
are factory settings with a very low
security level if there is even a
security level. All these settings and
information are freely available on
the internet and hacking into such a
system can be pretty easy when not
properly setup.
Because for this research it is
important to get the information
about ICS security awareness from
the
users
themselves,
these
companies had to be approached
with the question if they wanted to
cooperate. Not easy because a lot of
the
information
is
classified.
Therefore the outcome of this
40

JMobile is a HMI platform for real-time
monitoring and controlling of remote
equipment.
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research is anonymous. Finally for
this research there was cooperation
from companies from the critical
infrastructure, end-users, system
integrators and original equipment
manufacturers.
To gather information, quantitative
part, about how companies are
educating their employees, securing
their ICS infrastructure, whether they
have professional connections with
law
enforcement
and
other
government departments a survey
was build up that was made
available via the internet for the
companies who agreed to cooperate
with this research. To keep the
anonymity
guaranteed
the
companies were provided with a
randomly picked code.
With the results of the survey the
final interview was build up, the
qualitative part. For this the
companies were visited so there was
more time to discuss the topics on a
higher level. These topics were:
-

Company, employees and
education
ICS and law enforcement
ICS legislation and standards
ICS and used operation- and
computer systems
ICS
infrastructure
and
management
ICS security

In this part of the research it was
important for example to ask the
companies why they made certain
choices, to ask how they secure their
ICS infrastructure. In order to get
more
information
about
the
background of the ICS security
awareness of these companies and
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the employees managing these ICS.
Besides the technical implementation
the awareness of ICS security was
also an important topic.
The results of the interviews were
analysed on the different topics to
build the landscape on ICS security
awareness at the side of the
companies.
Second part was to do a study on the
side of the Police, for this research
the NHTCU, and other government
departments. Here the question was
what is the knowledge on ICS at the
Police. Besides that, there is also the
question, are there reports on
attacks on ICS in the police system?
And what was done with it, it makes
a big difference when the report was
done at a local Police Department or
at the NHTCU. The NHTCU is
specialized in High Tech Crime
where the local Police Department is
responsible for regular crime. So a
report done by a local Police
Department can be interpreted not
correct so this report could end up at
a wrong department. Besides the
NHTCU there are specialized digital
units that can also handle attacks on
ICS.
Outside the Police organisation there
is the former Dutch GovCERT, the
National Cyber Security Centre
(NSCS). This department of the
Ministry of Security and Justice has
the mission to help increase the
resilience of Dutch society in the
digital domain and, by doing so, help
to create a safe, open and stable
information society [14]. Questions
asked here are: what is the
knowledge on ICS and ICS security,
what professional relation is there
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with the ICS world and are they
involved by setting up standards?
Another organization outside the
Police is the European Network for
Cyber Security (ENCS). On the
internet page of the ENCS is
mentioned “We are at the beginning
of the merge between the internet
and critical infrastructures”. And also
“ENCS believes that improvements
in ICT security increase the
robustness and resilience of our
critical infrastructures from both a
physical and cyber perspective. In
this way extra ICT security will
reduce
the
probability
and
consequences
of
manmade
mistakes, technical failure, deliberate
attacks, and natural disasters. The
mission of ENCS is to improve the
resilience of European critical
infrastructures”
[15].
For
this
research the ENCS
will be
interviewed to ask them their
strategy on ICS security, how they
manage to reach their goal and also
their professional relation with the
companies who are using ICS and
the government departments like the
Police and NCSC.

Not all companies will have the
knowledge on doing digital forensic
investigation and securing their
infrastructure. There are several IT
Security companies active in the
Netherlands. What is the role of
these IT Security companies when
looking at ICS Security? Besides
their role at advising the companies
and
doing
digital
forensic
investigation after a cyber security
breach, what is their vision for the
future on ICS Security.
With these results the Dutch ICS
landscape will be build up to see
what organisations are involved in
the ICS security and which
connections are between these
organisations. What is the ICS
security
awareness
at
the
companies? What is the role of the
NHTCU in the world of ICS? What
can be done better to lift the ICS
security awareness at companies’
side to a higher level and to increase
the knowledge at the NHTCU about
ICS?

Another important player on ICS
security
is
the
International
Instruments Users’ association EWE
(WIB). The WIB is currently writing a
report called Process Domain
Security Requirements for Vendors
version 3. Version 2 of the report is
already adopted by the IEC and will
be implemented in the IEC standard
62433-2-4 where also rules from the
ISO27002 standard are integrated.
What is the role of the WIB in the
field of ICS security and what place
will they take when the IEC62433-24 is introduced?
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6 Practical example how
to unlock ICS
As previously mentioned it has
become the last years more easily to
unlock ICS device’s. Not only
(industrial) computers with SCADA
application are nowadays unlocked
but also PLC’s and HMI’s. In this
chapter a small example is shown of
how to configure a modern HMI and
what can be seen when using
Wireshark41 to capture the network
traffic.

6.1 The ICS setup
For this example a HMI unit, Physical
PLC and computer have been used.
For the communication between the
PLC and HMI a little PLC program
was written as shown in figure 2 with
a variable that was constantly
increased (-32768 to 32767). As IPaddress the PLC got 10.10.21.2

figure 2

The HMI was configured with the IPaddress 10.10.29.4 a variable field,
as shown in figure 3, was
programmed to show the variable
41

iTeller and this field was also made
read/write so it was possible to
change the value also manually.
Next two users were configured an
admin user and a normal user. For
the admin the username was admin
and the password was admin, for the
normal user the username was user1
and the password was user1. Only
the admin had the possibility to
change the value manually of the
iTeller variable. To change from user
there was a button configured, as
shown in figure 3, after clicking the
button and entering the right
username and password the user
was changed from admin to user1 or
vice versa.

figure 4

After uploading the programs into the
PLC and HMI they were activated
and the network monitored with
Wireshark. What identification or
operational information can be
captured?

6.2 Data capture between HMI
and PLC
Changing user or the password input
was not seen, probably this is
handled by the HMI because the
operator also does this operation on
the HMI by clicking the button and
filling in the username and password
via a keypad that is displayed and
operated via the HMI.

figure 3

The communication of the HMI was
setup with the HTTP and FTP
protocol. This was done because
these settings are also the factory
settings. When users are not aware
that these protocols are not secured
or not aware at all, they will not
change the settings. Also the fact
that there is no warning when
configuring these protocols was used
for this example. The port setting 80
and 21 were kept the same, see
figure 4.

When looking at the change and
communication of the iTeller value
there is communication seen via
Wireshark, only this communication
is not directly readable. This is
because of the protocol used
between PLC and HMI (CoDeSys
protocol), an attacker could invest by
reverse engineering in knowing and
learning the protocol. For this
research this was not done.
Looking further in the capture we can
see some interesting information that
can give use some ideas on what is
on the network.

Wireshark is a network protocol analyser.
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figure 5

It is possible to read the
manufacturer in this case Hitachi and
also the name of the device in this
case Hiflex02, as shown in figure 5.
Also the ports, figure 6, used are
visible.

figure 6

Another value send over the network
is the variable name as shown in
figure 7. Here we can read:
Application.PLC_PRG.iTeller

figure 7

We know the IP-address so we can
try to run a Nmap42 scan. For this a
42

Nmap is an open-source network
scanner. Nmap is often used to scan
computer systems and networks to test their
security. Nmap is used both by IT security
officers as well hackers.
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standard scan was run with the
command line: nmap –T4 –A –v
10.10.29.4. We found for the ports
and services next:
PORT
STATE SERVICE
VERSION
21/tcp open ftp
vsftpd 2.0.8
or later
|_ftp-anon:
ERROR:
Script
execution failed (use -d to
debug)
|_ftp-bounce: no banner
80/tcp open http 0.4
|_http-methods: GET HEAD
| http-server-header: Software
version grabbed from Server
header.
| Consider submitting a service
fingerprint.
|_Run with --script-args httpserver-header.skip
|_http-title: &nbsp;
2100/tcp open ftp vsftpd 2.0.8
or later
MAC
Address:
00:30:D8:02:38:50 (Sitek)

deepmac.jedimercer.com/details.ph
p?...0030D8...10
0030D8, 2000-09-08, SITEK VIA
MONTE FIORINO 9 37057 - S.
GIOVANNI LUP. VERONA ITALY,
SITEK VIA MONTE FIORINO 9
37057 - S. GIOVANNI LUP.

With this information it was possible
to found out that the mac address is
used for a HMI unit. With this
information it will be possible to
gather more information about the
HMI units but also to do social
engineering at the company that was
sniffed.
To get above results it is needed to
capture data between the ICS
devices. To accomplish this it will be
necessary to have access to the ICS
environment.

6.3 Data capture between HMI
and computer
Another way to gather information is
when the information is also checked
by, for example, the production
manager. It is possible to export the
HMI application into a web project.
So in this situation data is also send
to an office environment where, for
example, the production manager
can
monitor
the
production
parameters.

After a successfully login the
production manager can monitor the
production parameters and also
these (in this example only one) are
send plaintext over the network.

After exporting the project as a web
project it is possible to access this
web project via a standard web
browser. The production manager is
now able to monitor his production
parameter and even, when enabled,
change parameters with his own
company laptop.
figure 9

When the production manager wants
to check for the production he has to
open the web client and browse to
the right domain. In this example the
previously mentioned 10.10.29.4 (in
subchapter 6.1). Now he has to log
in before the web client shows the
production parameters.

So
with
this
information
a
vulnerability check can be done on
the internet. For example with a
vulnerability search on “vsftpd 2.0.8”

Checking the captured data shows
that the username and password
now sends plaintext over the network
as shown below in figure 8.

Also the MAC Address and a name
(Sitek) can be used for search on the
internet. Using the internet site
http://www.coffer.com/mac_find for
searching for mac manufactures
gave the results:
Search
results
for
"00:30:D8:02:38:50" (Total: 2)
0030D8 SITEK and 0030D8
SITEK

figure 8

Using now 0030D8 as search on
internet we get the possible
manufacturer:
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This username and password is the
standard combination for the web
project interface.

Username = exor and password =
admin
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At the moment of capture the value
was 192, see figure 9. So in this way
there is a connection between office
and process environment.

6.4 Conclusion of the practical
example how to unlock ICS
Of course monitoring and capturing
data is now more easy because of
the http protocol but when the
engineers / programmers are not
aware and use the system with
factory settings it is easy to monitor
and understand the communication.
Also the fact that it is possible with
only one mouse click to export a HMI
application to a web project can be a
danger when the users are not
aware of the danger when using it in
a not safe environment.
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The first question companies have to
ask themselves why do we want to
unlock our ICS devices. Next
question is when we need to unlock
our ICS devices how do need to
secure it.

7 Description of results
In this part of the thesis there will be
given a description of the results on
the different research areas of the
companies who are using ICS for
their Industrial Process, IT Security
companies and law enforcement
departments.

System engineers should be aware
of the danger when unlocking the
ICS
devices
for
production
managers,
finance
department,
purchase department etc., but also
when unlocking the ICS devices for
their own or system integrators use.

For the research done on ICS at the
companies there will be also a
distinction between the results of the
survey and the interview. This is
because the survey was used to
build the interview and not al
companies that did the survey were
also interviewed and vice versa.

Also the company should be aware
that when office employees needs to
monitor data from the process their
infrastructure has to be secure and
employees who have access rights
need to be aware that the computer /
laptop they have access with is
clean. So companies need to setup
policies and secure their IT
infrastructure.

The results of the online survey are
attached to this thesis.

7.1 Results
survey

of

the

online

Before doing the interviews I asked
companies to complete a survey on
certain subject on ICS security. The
survey was approximately one
hunderd questions long and setup in
next subjects (the full outcome is
attached to this paper):
- Company, employees and
education
- Industrial Control Systems (ICS)
- Law enforcement, law and
standards
- ICS information and knowledge
- Computers and OS used in ICS
- ICS security
Remark
In the following overview of the
results only the yes and no
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answers are elaborated, the full
results can be found in the
appendix.
7.1.1 Results
for
“company/organisation,
employees and education”

Future employees working in and
with ICS are not scanned, nondisclosures for employees and third
party employees are only normal
steps at the critical infrastructure and
big end-users. Looking at the results
for education almost all respondents
answered that employees took
courses for ICS (71,43%) and also
courses to keep their knowledge up
to date (71,43%).
The percentence for courses on ICS
security and special courses on ICS
is much lower, both 50% and also
here the critical infrastructure is most
involved.
Also for bringing computorized
systems and also own devices there
is big percentage of the respondents
that allow to do this, respectivily
42,86% and 50%.
7.1.2 Results for “Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) used in the
processes of the respondents”

All asked ICS devices are used by
the respondent, these were SCADA,
PLC, SoftPLC, HMI, IPC Remote I/O.
Also almost all respondents are
using different brands in their
process environment, only one
respondent did not know.
42,86% percent of the respondents
have one or more operator rooms.
All the respondents that are using
operator rooms, also have an
entrance policy to enter the room.
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When looking at the outcome for
managing the ICS application
packages there is a big mix. At
42,86% of the respondents the ICS
application package managing is
done by one team, also 42,86%
percent of the respondents have a
seperate admininstrator team for
managing the ICS application
packages.
Login to the ICS by a state driven
procedure is only done by a very
small percentage of 14,29%. State
driven login means you can only
login to the ICS when you are also
logged in to a central system by
using a personal smart card with
pincode.
7.1.3 Results for “Legislation
standards”

and

Legislation and standards are not
familiar
to
42,86%
of
the
respondents. Also the whitepapers
issued by the National Cyber
Security Center are not known by all
respondents (50%).
There is almost no contacts with law
enforcement only one respondents
filled this in with a yes, not on a state
level but also not with the
metropolitan police. 35,71% of the
respondents have a professional
relation for ICS security with other
government departments. Also there
are professional relations on ICS
security with non government
organisations.
Use of a central point to report ICS
security issues is only done by
21,43% of the repondents. Reporting
at a central point is only done by the
critical infrastructure companies.
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7.1.4 Results for “Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) Information and
knowledge”

58,33% of the respondents work with
critical process or a mix of critical
and non-critical processes.
The main reasons to have the
possibility to login remote to the ICS
environment
is
engineering
/
maintanance and real time data
monitoring. Login remotely possibility
for third party chain partners is least
common.
Use of security zones in the ICS is
done by 33,33% of the respondents
although segmentation and isolation
of the ICS is done by 66,67% of the
respondents. Use of the OSI43 model
when designing the infrastructure or
solving problems is only used by
25%.
When
designing
the
ICS
infrastructure, cost efficiency and
safety and security are the most
important issues followed by the
availability
and
time-critical
response. Almost all respondents are
using process-based processes or a
combination of process-based and
discrete-based processes.
When looking at the security
objectives to make it possible to
access remotely the ICS then
availability is the most important
security objective followed by
authentication and authorization.
Integritry is for 40% of respondents
very important but also 25% of the
43

The OSI (Open Systems Interconnect)
model is standardized by ISO it is a
reference model for data communications
standards.
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respondent an avarage security
objective. Non repudiabilty is a least
important security objective for the
respondents.
At 58,33% of the respondents is a
seperation
between
ICS
infrastructure
and
cooperate
network, but at 25% of the
respondents there is no seperation
between both networks. WLAN is in
50% available, bluetooth is never
available in the ICS environment.
Process data is in more than 33,33%
of the respondents leaving the
internal network via internet. 50% of
the respondents have a back-up
connection
for
their
extenal
connectivity. Data stored in the cloud
is only done by one respondent
almost 54% percent answered no. In
16,67% the internet service provider
(ISP) used for the cooperate network
is different than the ISP for the ICS
infrastructure.
The biggest risk for the company
when an attack occures is loss of
company image followed by health
and safety of human lives. Although
by this last one the dispersion of
answers is very large 25% most but
also 33,33% least risk.
Only 10% answers that an advanced
persistent threat will be most likely
be an attack vector and more than
50% do not know the attack vector.
When looking at the attacker that will
be most likely to attack the ICS
infrastructure the insider is one of the
most likely attackers. Industrial spies
will be next most likely followed by
breaking into the system, denial of
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services and man in the middle
attack.
Only 8,33% answered that there was
a security breach in the past,
reporting is done by 16,67%. 66,67%
of the respondents answered that
there was no security breach in the
past.
The internetsite shodanhq.com is
known
by
33,33%
of
the
respondents, 58,33% knows about
other IT-security sites and 33,33%
also uses them to keep their
knowledge update.
7.1.5 Results for “computers systems
and operating systems used in
your companies industrial
control
system
(ICS)
environment”

Most used operating system is
Windows XP followed by Windows 7.
27,27% of the respondents are using
other operating systems than
Windows. When different than
Windows it is Linux. 63,64% uses
normal desktop computers and
36,36% for the respondents also use
industrial computer systems. In 50%
of the cases there is an anti-virus
package installed on the computer.
In the ICS invironment are in 50% of
the respondents also computer
present that are not primary used for
the ICS.
Looking at the assets for employees
16,67% of the respondents do not
have a plan when an employee loses
his company computer/laptop. At
91,67% of the respondents there is a
protocol for returning assets and
blocking
accounts
when
an
employee stops working for the
company.
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58,33% of the respondents are using
routable and non-routable protocols
in their ICS environment. 75% of the
respondents uses TCP/IP and
Ethernet/IP
for
remote
communication and 16,67% uses
proprietary protocol for remote
communication. In 50% of the cases
is communication is encrypted.
58,33% of the respondents are using
a protocol for login remotely to the
ICS. Requirements for the computer
to login remotely are in 58,33% of
the respondents not present. In
91,67% of the cases the login
remotely is 24/7 available.
Penetration test are done by 33,33%
of the respondents. Penetration tests
are done periodically or when a new
system is implemented or when a
security breach becomes known.
Most known security tools are
Wireshark and Sysinternals but also
other tools are known. Non of the
respondents are using the tools for
their own ICS. 10% known the Cyber
Security Evaluation Tool from US
Department of Homeland Security
(ICS-CERT).
41,67% of the respondents are
logging network traffic. Frequently
checking the network logging is done
by non of the respondents. Firewalls
rules are changed/updated by 25%
when network data is checked. 50%
also
have
additional
security
measures for the ICS like host
intrusion detection systems, host
intrusion
protection
systems,
firewalls, access control lists, IP
white listing, data diodes and
undirectional gateways.
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58,33% of the respondents doe not
know how the firewall is configured.
In 25% of the cases the firewall is
configured both ways so inside-out
and outside-in.
Vulnerability
management
has
16,67% of the respondents. A patch
management and roll-back is in
33,33% of the respondents available.
For the use of password 66,67% are
using a policy, but also 25% is not
while 8,33% does not know.

7.2 Results of the interviews
In this part of the thesis the outcome
of the interviews will be written down.
The different sections as earlier
mentioned are industrial companies,
law enforcement, government and
IT-security companies.
From the interviews we learned that
also vendors are changing their way
they are looking at cyber security in
ICS. For this research there were
also interviews at two of the largest
ICS vendors Siemens N.V. and ABB
B.V. The full results of the interviews
about ICS Security are at chapter
7.5.

The interviewed companies can be
subdivided into:
-

* Interviewed on basis of the
interview question as mentioned
below.
** Interviewed on basis of an open
interview.
The interview was split up into two
categories, these were:

-

-

-

Technical / Operational
Management / Organisation
-

The results of the categories are
attached to this thesis.

-

For the Technical / Operational
category the questions were:

7.3 Results of the interviews at
the industrial companies
-
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-

-

-

After the companies completed in the
online ICS Security Awareness
survey the interview were build up for
these companies and the companies
were interviewed. Beside the results
from the online survey also
documents from the NCSC, WIB,
NIST and Dutch Municipalities were
used as well as 9 steps to
cybersecurity from Dejan Kosutic [6,
7, 8, 9, 10 & 11].

5 times end-users *
5 times system integrators *
2 times system integrator /
vendor **
4 times critical infrastructure *
3
times
government
departments **
4 times IT-security companies
**
2
times
industrial
organisations **

-

-

-
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What rules are there for
computers and computerized
device used in the ICS?
Are there rules for taking in
own devices (Bring Your Own
Device)?
How do retain information
(blueprints, log files etc.) for
disclosure
to
law
enforcement?
How are non-routable and
routable
installations
connected?

-

-

-

-

How is security managed in
relation to ICS (IDS, Firewall,
accounts, VPN etc.)?
Is there a SCADA DMZ?
Is there a separated security
policy for interior defence?
How is process data routed
outside the company?
Are ICS processes and office
processes segregated?
How is the security managed
between these processes?
Does the same team of
system
administrators
manage these environments?
What
kinds
of
security
measures are taken?
Is the security for non-critical
systems different as for critical
systems, if yes how?
How is the segregation
implemented?
Is
there
a
Business
Information
Management
System connected to the ICS?
What kind of password policy
is used?
What protocols are internally
on
accounts
when
an
employee stops working for
the company?
Are there separated login
policies for the ICS?
What kind of rules are there
for connecting USB devices
(or other) to ICS?
Are area’s where ICS is
available (like operator rooms)
secured?
What possibilities are there to
connect to the process
(internet,
VPN,
WLAN,
modem etc)?
What is done to recognize
unnecessary
ports
and
services?
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-

Are unnecessary ports and
services also disabled?
Is there a mitigation plan in
case of an attack?

For the Management / Organisation
category the questions were:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Are there rules for third party
employees for taking their
own devices (laptops etc)?
Are there rules for third party
employees for connecting to
the internal network (wired or
wireless)?
Are employees who manage
the ICS also send to IT
security courses?
Was there done a penetration
test in the past on the
infrastructure?
Why are their penetration
tests done?
What type of penetration test
is done and why?
When are penetration tests
done and by whom?
How frequent are penetration
tests done?
Do the employees and
management always know of
these tests?
Are
actions
are
taken
following a penetration test?
Is there also a separate
vulnerability
assessment
plan?
Is there a risk management?
Is there a patch management
policy?
Is there a configuration
management policy?
In case patching is not
possible what is the work
around plan?

-

In case a patch is not working
how do you roll-back the
system?

Critical infrastructure, end-users and
system integrators were asked about
both categories. Topics that were
discussed during the interview, and
were not part of the interview
questions, are only used in this
research when there was a big
difference between the interviewed
companies or when the answers
were non ICS Security Aware.
7.3.1 Results Technical / Operational
questions

Rules for taking computerized
devices into the ICS area are almost
non-existing,
the
critical
infrastructures have rules but at the
other companies almost none of
them have. Also system integrators
answered that when they are in the
field,
for
maintenance
and/or
programming, companies almost
never have rules and they can
connect their laptops almost all time
to the ICS devices or network.
Also in most cases there are no rules
how to use the engineering laptop
outside
the
company.
Most
employees are free to use the laptop
also for privately and are free to surf
the internet and install applications.
Bringing your own device into the
ICS area there is a mix of rules and
no rules. Also the use of WLAN is
not always possible. There was one
company that uses industrial WLAN
and experienced, since some time,
problems because of the big number
of mobile devices that are taking into
the process environment. Because of
this the industrial WLAN is getting to
09 March 2015

much requests the communication
with the machine components gets
difficulties. Putting the ICS WLAN on
another channel, hide SSID or do not
allow bringing mobile devices into
the ICS area can be an option.
Asking the companies about how
they retain information such log files
for disclosure to law enforcement
there is a big number who not saved
logs. Besides the fact that a big
number does not save log files
sometimes log files are at the
companies head quarter or at a
server from which the OT does not
know where it is situated. There was
one company that has some
employees who are educated on a
basic digital forensic level and has
agreements with an IT-security
company.
As also seen at the survey the
companies are logging but do not
use the logs to harden their
infrastructure. Firewall rules or
IDS/IPS systems are not updated on
basis of this information.
When looking to routable and nonroutable protocols most companies
are using both. Something not really
surprising because of the fact that
ICS are most of the time engineered
for decades and new machines or
part of the process are implemented
with new features as TCP/IP based
protocols. All interviewed companies
are not connecting the devices
directly to the internet. In most cases
the ICS is unlocked via the office
network or there is a special server
used for this.
Most companies do secure their ICS
environment in addition; a firewall is
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in almost all cases standard. Added
to the firewall for security is an IDS
and role based configurations, VPN,
anomaly detection, Watchguard
(TrendMicro),
IP
whitelisting,
levelling and segmentation, SIEM44
45
and EWON . A real SCADA DMZ46
is only used at the critical
infrastructure and some bigger endusers. For system integrators it
depends on the customer but there
are also end-users who are not
familiar with DMZ. Separated interior
defence is only done by the critical
infrastructure and end-users with a
critical process like food and
chemical processes.
In almost all cases process data
does not directly leave the company
via an external connection. Most of
the time when data leaves the
company this is done by own servers
or via a VPN connection and directly
to a department of the company. The
use of external cloud services is by
none of the interviewed companies
done. Here they are all aware of the
fact that you cannot tell where the
data is really saved and of the active
laws in the countries where the cloud
services are hosted.
The most
segregation

companies do use
between the office

44

Security Information
and
Event
Management (SIEM).
EWON is a Company that is making
Industrial Routers, Industrial Wireless
Routers and VPN routers.
46
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is a physical or
logical subnetwork that is used as an extra
layer to secure other. Normally in the DMZ
are the external-facing servers, accessible
trough internet, put. But a DMZ can also be
used to separate the office and process
environment.
45
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network and process network.
Firewalls are the base for this
segregation but also IDS and IPS,
NIC’s47, DMZ and physical solution
are used. The IT department is most
of the time leading in setting up the
segregation.
Some
companies
(critical infrastructure) are busy to
integrated
the
IT
and
OT
departments. This is important so
they can understand each other and
learn from each other. Some
interviewed companies said that
because IT does not accept some
kinds of OT solutions they implement
the solution themselves. So routers,
switches, computers and other
devices are integrated at the OT side
without the knowledge of the IT
department. Danger is that devices
are not configured properly and
missing patch management so they
will become a security issue in time.
A real difference between critical and
non-critical processes was only seen
at the critical infrastructure. And even
here sometimes-critical processes
are divided into separated levels like
primary and secondary. Segregation
between these two processes is also
done as by the segregation between
the office and process by primary
firewalls and additionally IDS and
IPS, DMZ and building up levels and
segmentation.
Most interviewed companies are
having the possibility to connect to
their process by a Business
Information System (BIS) to their
ICS. Connection is always done via
the office network so no direct BIS
connection to the ICS environment.

Although a remark has to be made
here because there are also
companies who use TeamViewer to
connect to their processes instead of
dedicated servers and connections.
Only two interviewed companies do
not use a password policy, the other
companies all using a password
policy. The policies are changes from
6 characters to 8 characters of length
and from only characters to a mix of
normal
characters,
capitol
characters, numbers and special
characters.
System
Integrators
mostly use the same password for
remote connection to all their
systems.
For the use of USB-devices in the
ICS environment there are only at
two companies who uses an protocol
for USB-devices. At one of these
companies there is a special PC that
scans the USB and only when the
USB is clean and you have a
report/clearance to use the USB you
are allowed to use the USB inside
the ICS environment. Although the
company haves a protocol the ICS
devices are not setup with disable
auto-mount, auto-run or other
measures to mitigate the danger of
an “bad” USB devices. Another
company told that they are busy to
setup a so-called admin computer
that will be connected to the OT
network. This computer will be the
interface to other computer systems
like SCADA hosts. The admin
computer will fully equipped with
security applications and will first
scan the connected device before
connecting to the OT network and
end host.

47

Network Interface Card (NIC) is used to
connect a computer system to the network
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Remark:
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During the survey and interviews
the companies said that they
never had an external attack on
their infrastructure or although
they never saw it. But an infection
because of the use of an infected
USB device in their ICS occurred
more than once.
During a discussion at an enduser the contact person indicated
that they were testing with a
system that scans an usb device
on malware. The user has to put
in on which system he finally
wants to connect the usb device
and after the usb device is
scanned and found ok he can use
the usb device only once on the
specified system. Putting a once
to use key on the USB device and
system where the USB device has
to be used on does this.
The interviewed companies who also
have an operator room are also
using an entrance policy. This policy
can be from a card reader to statedriven.
When
looking
to
the
portconfiguration and discovering of
unnecessary services all end-users
are checking and disable when
needed. The system-integrators are
depending on their customer but
taking it also into their project.
From the point of view of law
enforcement there is almost nothing
done at the interviewed companies
to mitigate on a forensic way an
attack on their infrastructure. Most
companies are disconnecting the
part that is under attack and install
their systems with clean applications,
OS and/or image.
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There is one company who has
some employees educated on a
basic forensic level and has
agreements
with
IT-security
companies. At the other companies
there is no knowledge of forensics.
Knowledge on reverse engineering
and malware investigation is at none
of the interviewed companies
present.
7.3.2 Outcome
Management
Organisation questions

/

Especially for end-users it will be
important to have rules for third party
employees.
This
is
because
engineers from system integrators
but also employees from companies
who are not directly working with the
ICS will enter the ICS environment.
This causes security breaches when
these employees can connect
without borders their devices to the
ICS. Non-disclosures for third party
employees are not available at all
interviewed companies. Sometimes
the third party employees get only a
temporarily account to access only a
part of the network and sometimes
they are free to use their devices.
Five interviewed customers send
employees to IT-security courses for
ICS. Also this is only done by the
critical infrastructure and end-users
with a critical process like food and
chemical processes. When sending
their employees to training it is most
of the time the Control System
Security Awareness training given by
the European Network for Cyber
Security, System integrators and
most of the end-users interviewed do
not send their employees to ITsecurity courses for ICS.
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Also the critical infra-structure and
end-users with a critical process like
food and chemical processes are
using penetration tests to test their
ICS infrastructure. When penetration
tests are done this is done after
security breaches, when new
installations/systems are installed or
after big changes. All types are done,
the crystal / white-48, black-49 and
greybox50 and testing. In all cases
external companies do this. Some
companies also test their own
systems in addition to the external
testing. Companies also build up
rogue access points and sending to
their own network fake mails to
check how their employees react.
Frequency of the penetration test
mostly depends on the situation,
some companies also test their
network every month internally with
programmes like Nessus51. All
companies take action when needed
sometimes
depending
on the
importance of the security breach
found but action always takes place.
Risk management is only done,
again, by the critical infrastructure
and end-users with a critical process
like food and chemical processes.
Also patch-management is done at
the critical infrastructure and the end48

White / Crystal Box, the penetration tester
has full access to almost any information
they need.
49
Black Box the penetration tester don’t see
anything, the tester don’t know what’s inside
the box. Cost the most time to test.
50
Grey Box, the penetration tester can
partially see what’s in the box! The
penetration tester is provided with limited
information, somewhere between black box
and crystal box.
51
Nessus is a network vulnerability
scanner.
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users. Although at the OT side a lot
of companies are afraid that systems
like SCADA systems do not work
anymore
after
patching.
A
workaround when patches are not
possible is in almost all cases not
available. Disconnecting from the
network or segmentation via a
VLAN52 is in most cases the solution.
Remark:
Out of the interviews came that
Siemens is working on patching
management
for
their
ICS
devices.
7.3.3 Conclusion interviews at the
industrial companies

First of all we can say that the OTdepartment is still a different world
than the IT-department. Both worlds
talk a different language and are not
really interested in each other
although they are working for the
same company. Not in all cases but
in most cases we can say OT is
availability driven and IT integrity
driven.
Rules for taking computerized
devices into the ICS environment are
almost none existing there, also rules
how to use the engineering laptop
outside the company are not there.
An engineer can take his business
laptop home and let it used by his
family or himself freely to surf the
internet, download and install
applications.
Most companies do secure their ICS
environment
through
at
least
firewalls. Also IDS, IPS and DMZ are
52

Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) is a
virtual network
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used to secure. Office and process
network are connected to each other
but also here secured by firewalls.
Anomaly sensors are almost never
used although one company is
starting a test with this technic in
their ICS environment.
As mentioned all companies are
securing their ICS environment but
when we look at how to handle USB
device in the ICS environment there
is almost no company in this thesis
that has clear rules. Asking the
companies about attacks on their
infrastructure there was no company
that said they had one in past. What
they had was an infection on their
infrastructure because of infected
USB
device
used
in
their
infrastructure.
Companies who have an operator
room are also securing this room
with entrance policies like card
readers and state driven access.
Also all companies are disabling
ports and not used services.
When looking at the forensic part we
can say that this is not available. For
most companies the production has
priority so disconnecting the attacked
systems from the internet connection
and isolating them from other vital
part of the process has the priority.
Next step most of the time is to
install the systems with a clean
image or applications.
Training their employees on ITsecurity in ICS environment has no
priority
at
most
interviewed
companies. Also penetration tests
are only done, mostly, at the critical
infrastructure.
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Remark:
Two companies who committed
to cooperate with this research
later changed their mind and let
me know they were not willing to
commit anymore (both critical
infrastructure). In one case the
contact person said that the
interview questions had to much
focus on their process. Although
the outcome is made anonymous
he was not willing to send his
answers. Of course this choice is
respected and also this is a form
of awareness but also a pity
because we have to start
somewhere to get the industrial
companies aware on ICS
Security. Especially because
most
critical
infrastructure
companies are pretty much
aware on ICS Security this could
have be a nice complement to
this thesis.

7.4 Results of the interviews at
the IT Security Companies
There are several IT security
companies
active
in
The
Netherlands, not only companies
who main business is IT security but
also consultant companies.
IT Security on ICS is less common,
the companies that are involved in
this field are most of the time also
totally focused on ICS and their
knowledge is high. The classic IT
companies who are normally focused
on office automation and now getting
into the field ICS are pretty new and
have to get their knowledge to a
higher level on ICS system and the
industrial companies and standards
used.
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At this moment cases where they
were involved with was most of the
time compromise of the office
network and/or analyse of the
logging and other data. Real
forensics on ICS like SCADA, PLC
and HMI is not or almost never done.
Remark on this is that also an attack
on the office network can have a big
impact on the process control. When
office and process are connected,
and in most cases nowadays they
are, the attack can result that data is
not updated or sent to departments
like the purchase department so the
next day the stock of raw materials is
not up to date.
Also the IT security companies
notice that the communication
between the IT department and OT
department has to be better. These
two worlds are getting more and
more integrated with each other.
When the IT departments do not help
with implementing a new connection
the OT department will do it
themselves. Result is that the IT
department does not know the
connection and probably the devices
used for the connection are most
likely configured by the OT
department not following the security
demands. Also in case of an attack a
good relation and communication
between these departments will help
to solve or at least isolate the attack
fast.
Also the IT-security company Digital
Investigation
sees
in
their
investigations that process and office
are getting more closely. A real risk
here will be that an attack on the
office side will have consequences
on the process side. Also Digital
Investigation mentions the increase
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of malware special written for ICS
also as a huge threat. A weak point
at this moment is the policy when
looking at taking own devices into
the process environment.
Knowledge on ICS devices like
PLC’s is available at Digital
Forensics although real old systems
can be a challenge.
Another issue at this moment is the
absence of an ICS standard so
companies
are
using
several
standards, sometimes even mixed.
With the IEC62443 this year this
should be solved in the future but it
will take time before it is fully
implemented.
Although some equipment vendors
are busy to develop their products
also with a focus on cyber security
the most devices nowadays used are
not developed with this focus.
Because in most cases also the
availability during production is
important, the availability goes
before cyber security.

Besides that before we work on the
technology there is a lot to win when
changing items like culture and
governance. By changing the culture,
figure 10, companies can already win
a lot. Make employees aware of the
danger when plugging in an USB
device or when WLAN (when not
needed do not use it in the
production environment) is important
for the production do not allow
mobile devices into the production
process.
When penetration tests are done
then this is done in most of the cases
in so called laboratory environments.
Real penetration tests on running
installations are almost never done
because of the danger of a
breakdown. Another issue is that
when the so-called greenfielding53 is
used this is not done for security but
more for safety. Especially in this
start-up stage of a plant (or part of
the plant) penetration testing and
other tests could be very valuable.
Especially to get a so called null
analyses that can be used to analyse
and compare network traffic and log
data later when the plant is
operational.
Another issue mentioned by IT
security companies, who are doing
physical testing, is the physical
security at the companies. After the
engineer has filled in a form, viewed
a safety movie (some companies)
and have received his access batch
he has in almost all cases access to
a lot of areas and not only the areas
53

figure 10
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The term greenfielding is used for
projects / plants that are not operational but
are in the last stage before completion.
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they have to be. Armed with USB
devices, cameras, laptops and all
kinds of other useable devices the
engineer can infect systems and
gather other information. “Just put on
the right coloured helm and he can
walk in almost every room or office”.

Looking at the ICS Security
Awareness at System Integrators
within this research this can be a real
threat. Not only putting the demands
on paper, if this is already done, but
also controlling on these demands if
they are implemented.
So end-users have to set-up clear
demands on ICS Security and check
on these demands before the
process
or
installation
is
implemented into the production
process, see figure 12.

can be a very valuable security
component. The data diode can be
the most stringent perimeter security
device [1].
When data from office environment
to process environment is needed,
for example for updating and
patching, it will be possible to place a
second data diode and configure it
so it will only pass defined data.

figure 11

Mentioned by Hudson Cybertec, an
IT-security company specialized on
ICS, is the lack on policy when
looking at bringing in USB-devices
into the process area. Also when
there is no internet or network
available employees uses USB
devices to get data from one system
to the other system. Most of the time
these USB-devices are not checked
on malware. Looking at this you can
secure you network from the outside
by all kinds of security measures like
firewalls, IDS and even physical
measures the process get infected
from the inside. Also Hudson
Cybertec sees the big differences
between IT and OT. They need to
work together to harden the
companies’ environment at both
sides. To get the awareness on a
higher level education via courses
and workshops is important.
Also known and “trusted” suppliers
are not always checked after the
relation is established as shown in
figure 11. So at this side of the line
process components and even whole
installation can be installed without
extra checks on ICS Security.
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figure 13
figure 12

As mentioned by Fox-IT a good
security measure is the data diode54.
Although not often mentioned during
the interviews at the industrial
companies, Fox-IT sees the data
diode as an important physical
security measure. Especially when
data is needed outside the process
area the data diode can be a solution
to get data only from process
environment to office environment
and not vice versa, see figure 13.
In combination with IDS and firewalls
and when even going a step further
using special SCADA IDS and
SCADA firewalls so Deep Packet
Inspection is possible the data diode
54

A data-diode is a security device
with a unidirectional security device
that only allows data to travel in one
(defined) direction.
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Where a firewall has to be configured
with firewall rules and these firewall
rules have to be kept up to date, so
delete, update and add rules, the
data diode is only configured once.
Also mentioned by Fox-IT is the null
analysis, and to make an “image” of
the process environment by for
example sensoring, analyses of the
ICS network, up to date ICS network
blueprints, kind of ICS used, scan on
wireless device. This so acting after
an attack or infection can be more
effective, quicker and more flexible
without disturbing the processes. By
doing so companies invest to
become forensic ready.
Also Fox-IT mentioned the increase
of malware specially written for ICS
so keeping up to date with these
malware types is essential for the ITsecurity company so it can also act
when needed. The lack of policy on
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bringing in own devices and usbdevices into the ICS environment is
also a weak point when looking at
the ICS Security. Another point is the
fact that companies think their
process environment and office
environment are separated but when
looking closely both environments
are using for example the same
update server or database server. So
although the process environment is
not directly unlocked it will be via a
central server.
Another
IT-security
company
interviewed was Security Matters.
Also Security Matters sees a big
difference between the IT and OT
departments
within
companies.
Merging these departments is good
but the knowledge on both fields
needs to be retained within the
company. Security Matters also
mentioned that even when the ICS
Security awareness is present the
implementation could be a problem.
The main reason for this is that most
companies are not willing to reserve
budgets for implementation of ICS
Security.
Also at the start of a project, security
is often not taking into the plan.
Security by design55 is not a
common approach when starting a
project so security is added after the
project is already in an advanced
stage.
Like
Security
Matters
mentioned: awareness, assessment,
define policy and implementation.
Making a null analysis is also
mentioned by Security Matters as an
55

Security by design means that security is
taking into the design from start of the
development
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important step. When doing so it is
easier to discover abnormality data
in the network so also the time to
react on this abnormality can be
shortened and more targeted.
SilentDefence ICS56 is a product of
Security
Matters
especially
developed for the ICS environment.
Also forensics becomes more and
more important when criminal
investigation is needed but also to
know the starting point of attack so
the company can harden its own IT
infrastructure.
Security Matters also sees big
differences between the critical
infrastructures when looking at the
ICS Security awareness. At this
moment the energy companies are
leading when looking at the ICS
Security
awareness
and
the
implementation of this.

7.5 Interview at the vendors
Siemens and ABB
During the planned interviews at the
system integrators, end-users and
vital infra some of the people
interviewed told about the ICS
components they are using and the
developments for these products on
ICS Security. Via some of the
interviewed
companies
contact
information at Siemens and ABB was
given. Both companies are big on the
Dutch ICS market and are also keyplayers on ICS worldwide.
Main target of the interviews at
Siemens and ABB was to get their
56

SilentDefense ICS is a network
monitoring and intrusion detection system
designed to protect Critical Infrastructure
and automation from internal and external
cyberthreats.[19]
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development at this moment on ICS
components and the role of ICS
Security in it.
7.5.1 Siemens

For Siemens the real ICS Security
wake-up call was Stuxnet. After
Stuxnet not only the ICS device
designs were changed but also the
way
Siemens
was
working
themselves. On all devices with an
Ethernect connection there is the
possibility to configure a firewall. But
also when the firewall is available it
is still the customer/end-user or
system integrator who is responsible
for the configuration. Besides that
they have a ProductCERT that
monitors the IT world so it can
respond quickly on issues like
Hartbleed57. Siemens also offers the
possibility to remove your PLC CPU
(battery backup) and have it
checked.
To get more ICS Security awareness
at the end-users and also at the
system integrators, Siemens sets up
ICS Security awareness courses.
During this training, that is not
specifically setup for Siemens
devices, they also teach a little bit of
forensics. The problem remains that
for most users it has to be “plug and
play”. They also have an ICS
Security Awareness training for their
own system integrators with a
simulated model. Siemens also tries
to inform their customers with
product manuals and whitepapers.
When looking at the industrial plants
at this moment there is almost no
knowledge on IT. To get the

knowledge on IT and ICS Security
Awareness on a higher level an idea
is to implement some basics on
already
existing
security/safety
courses like VCA58.
When looking to the real weak point
on ICS it is the proprietary protocol
on the industrial networks like
Modbus. These protocols do not
have a security check and each data
packet will be seen as trustable. So
when looking at vulnerabilities the
user has to look at this level.
Siemens has contacts with several
Anti-Virus companies and also
looking
at
products
like
SilentDefence ICS of Security
Matters. A Whitelisting up to layer
seven and self learning. Also,
Siemens has already spoken with
the National Cyber Security Centre
on this topic of ICS Security.
7.5.2 ABB

Like Siemens, ABB has already dealt
with ICS Security for some time. In
2004 they started with cyber security
and in 2007 they initiated a cyber
security council within its Power
Systems Division.
Although Stuxnet was a Siemens
devices orient malware also ABB
took action after Stuxnet. All ABB
Divisions as well as the ABB Group
were equipped with a cyber security
council after Stuxnet. Not only for
protecting their products, systems
and customer plants but also their
own company.

58
57

Heartbleed is a security bug in the
OpenSSL cryptography library.
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VCA is a checklist for safety, health and
environment and is used to test and to
certify companies.
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At this moment the US ICS-CERT is
the most important partner for
disseminating information for ABB,
this besides their own website. ABB
is looking at all the standards and
sees the IEC62443 as the most
comprehensive and overarching
standard that can be used as a
starting point to answer the “what”
questions. For the “how” questions
they are looking to the relevant
standards from IETF, IEEE or IEC
e.g. IEC62351.
A big issue is that the ICS Security
knowledge of the end-user is not
good. When defining requirements
these requirement are not correctly
specified or they specify too much to
cover all. Another issue, as also
mentioned in the other interviews,
the communication between IT and
OT is weak. And because of this this
can give real problems when
unlocking the ICS.
Like Siemens, ABB also offers
courses on ICS Security Awareness
and courses on their products
covering installation and patching
management. The training given by
the ENCS is also on the course list of
ABB. ABB’s software developers are
specially educated to build their
software securely and harden it.
To let their own engineers work as
securely as possibly, when working
local or remote on customer
installations, there is a special
module in their internal IT security
course.
Online patching on ABB’s Windows
products is already almost standard,
for devices like PLC’s is this ongoing topic. ABB is also busy with
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doing research on
industrial devices.

forensics

at

ABB was actively involved by NICC
and CPNI, after the start of the
NCSC they were less involved. Most
important reason is the fact that the
NCSC is policy-driven and not really
active to the sector.
So both Siemens and ABB are busy
to make their ICS cyber proof and
are also are aware of the threats
when unlocking ICS to the internet.
Both companies are also busy, or
have already done, to make their ICS
patchable. Also both interviewed said
that the IT knowledge is too low on
the industrial plants and that in most
cases IT and OT departments are
not communicating and when they
do they are speaking two different
languages.
Also both companies know of the
different standards and they know of
the IEC62443. Both companies are
strong companies in Europe and are
fully aware of the European market.
But what are companies like Hitachi,
Mitsibushi and Ormon developing on
cyber security for their ICS from the
prospective of the Asian market and
what is a brand of Allen Bradley
doing in cyber security from the
prospective of the US market? All
are big brands and it is logical they
are all busy to dig into this new world
but are also the system integrators
who are use these brands capable of
translate and implement this. And
what are smaller brands doing and
are smaller system integrators
capable to comply?
Looking at the interviews done at the
companies, in most cases the
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system integrators have to deal with
the demands. When they do not
have the knowledge and the systems
they are working with are not
standardized it will be a problem.
Also observed during the interviews
are the poor demands some end
users are asking because also at this
side there is a lack of knowledge on
ICS Security.
th

On 24 of June 2014 an on-line
article was published about infected
internet sites of industrial companies
[16]. In this article is mentioned that
F-Secure discovered that malware
developers were using sites from
industrial companies to spread their
malware. By monitoring the data
from and to the command and
control server F-Secure saw that the
malware probably has the name
Havex and communicates with
infected systems from the makers or
users of the industrial software. The
malware developers infected the
installation files on the sites so users
get infected when downloading and
using these files. After the malware
became active it downloads more
files, making a backdoor on the
system and scans the network for
industrial devices. On internet there
can be found that the scanning for
industrial devices is probably done
by leveraging the OPC standard [17].
Probably the malware is used for
industrial espionage.
So not only the industrial devices
have to be cyber secure and
patchable but also the infrastructure
used by these vendors has to be
secure. Besides that also the users
like the end users and system
integrators have to be aware that
they have to scan (downloaded)
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software on malware even if it comes
from their supplier. Maybe they even
have to run it on a simulation with
different tools like Wireshark and
tools out of the Sysinternals suite59
like PortMon, ProcDump, PsExec
and PsFile before implement the
update.

7.6 ICS Security knowledge
government level
For this research three departments
of the Dutch Government were
interviewed.
These
three
departments were: The National
High Tech Crime Unit NHTCU) of the
National Crime Squad, National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and
Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI).
7.6.1 National High Tech Crime Unit

At this moment four employees of
the NHTCU have been send to the
course ENCS Advanced Cyber
Security Course. This 5 day long
course teaches what can be done to
defend Industrial Conrtrol Systems
and Smart Grid against cyber
attacks. At the end of this course
there is a red – blue team contest
where the students have to defend a
“real” industrial process.
This course gives a good first basic
insight in the world of ICS. Although
this is a good first step it gives no
real insight in the real processes
used at industrial plants. Most part of
the course teach how to use
applications to protect and also to
attack ICS. There is a small part
about forensics but this is not really
59

The Sysinternals suite is a collection of
troubleshooting utilities developed by
Sysinternals
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done by hands-on. A forensics part
after the red – blue team contest has
finished will be very nice.
At this moment the most contact
between law enforcement and the
industiral companies (especially the
critical infrastructure) are held by the
policy department of the Team Hight
Tech Crime. At operational level
there is almost no contact between
industry and the NHTCU. Most of the
operational employees at the High
Tech Crime do not know or have little
knowledge how an industrial process
is run and controlled.
When looking at the landscape of the
ICS there is also almost no
knowledge about the different
institutes active and the standards
used in the ICS by the NHTCU. At
this moment the NHTCU has not get
a real criminal case related to ICS.
With the approval of the teamleader
of the NHTCU the police system was
consulted with following search
questions:
Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition – No Hit
SCADA - Hits
Programmable Logical Controller –
No hit
PLC - Hits
milieu, COMPUTERCRIMINALITEIT,
PLC – Hits
SoftPLC – No hit
Human Machine Interfaces – No hit
HMI – Hits
milieu, COMPUTERCRIMINALITEIT,
HMI – No hit
Industriële computers – Hits
Remote I/O – No hit
Remote I – No hit
Stuxnet – Hits not accessible
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because authorization
Duqu – Hits
Flame – Hits
milieu, COMPUTERCRIMINALITEIT,
Flame – No hit
Gauss – Hits
Aramco – Hits
Voedsel verwerkende industrie – Hits
Vitale infrastructuur – Hits
Siemens S7 – Hits
WinCC – Hits
Step7 – Hits
Targeted Attacks – Hits
Cyberespionage – No hit
Cyber spionage – No hit
Digitale spionage – No hits
SQLinjectie – Hits
SQL injectie – Hits
Portscan – Port scan – Portscanning
– Nmap scan - Hits
Although there were hits most hits
were related to theft of devices at
companies or related to parts of
names of people. Only Stuxnet was
not accessible because of
authorization level. But we can
assume that because there were
reports about Stuxnet it was reported
by companies. But also here the
NHTCU did not do investigations
directly related to Stuxnet.
7.6.2 National Cyber Security Centre

As mentioned on their internet site
[14] The National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) has been operational
since 1 January 2012. Their mission
is: to help increase the resilience of
Dutch society in the digital domain
and, by doing so, help to create a
safe, open and stable information
society.
For ICS Security the NCSC is mainly
focusing on the Dutch critical
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infrastructure. The last years they put
a lot of effort and energy in it to get in
contact with and establish long-term
relations with this sector.
Taking place in ISAC’s and setting
up meetings is an important way to
inform the critical infrastructure. An
important
meeting
is
“The
International
NCSC
One
Conference” this is an annually
conference and always visited by a
lot of national and international
guests from law enforcement, ITsecurity and Industrial companies.
The NCSC is also busy to expand
their ICS department and are busy to
recruit SCADA specialists. As
previously mentioned in this thesis a
notifiable on ICS Security breaches
for the critical infrastructure will be
introduced. As mentioned during the
interview at the NCSC the NCSC will
not take the supervisory role.
The introduction of the standard
IEC62443 is seen as an important
step but also difficult to implement.
Especially for smaller companies
there should be help. The NCSC is
now already publishing whitepapers
on
their
internet
site
(https://www.ncsc.nl/) that are made
available and can be used by
companies. Whitepapers like the
“checklist security for SCADA/ICS
systems”
for example is freely
available [18].
7.6.3 Netherlands Forensic Institute

At this moment the NFI only did
investigations because of accidents
with ICS. Investigations because of
attacks or infections on ICS are up to
now not done although this can be
just a matter of time.
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The fact the NFI gets requests for
investigation of ICS keeps them up
to date with their knowledge on these
systems. Besides that the NFI is also
doing their own research on ICS
devices to keep their knowledge up
to data although this can only be
done when performing real ICS
investigation.
The NFI is familiar with the ICS
training at the ENCS and even
participates in this training with a
small part of digital forensics.
Looking at their core business the
forensic part at the ENCS training
could bigger.
When the knowledge of the NFI is
required at investigations they are
also often depending on the help of
the manufacturers of the ICS
devices. Relations and contacts are
important so valuable data is not lost
when investigating the ICS devices.
Also seen by the NFI is that forensics
for the industrial companies are not
their main concern when they have a
problem
in
their
process
environment. Only when really
needed because of onus the
forensics
become
for
most
companies important. Also when
forensics is needed the investigator
should be fully aware of the fact that
an ICS environment operates totally
different than for example the office
environment. Because of this help
from field engineers, operators and
the ICS device manufactures is
needed [12].
Also the fact that at a lot of
companies’ policy on for example
engineers’ laptop and USB-device
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use is not present or not controlled is
according to the NFI a security issue.
Investment
on
ICS
Security
Awareness via courses, null analysis
of the ICS network data and call for
help when knowledge is not available
on ICS Security can help to get the
employees aware and harden the
ICS environment.
For the examination of industrial
control systems forensic knowledge
and skills are needed in the field of
hardware,
network
and
data
analyses [12].
To keep each other updated and
keep the contacts the NFI started a
SCADA group where NCSC, NFI and
Police employees meet.

7.7 The ENCS and WIB
Two
organisation
are
closely
involved
with
ICS
Security
Awareness are the European
Network for Cyber Security (ENCS)
and the International Instruments
Users’ association EWE (WIB).

7.8 European
Network
for
Cyber Security (ENCS)
The
ENCS
is
a
non-profit
organisation and works together with
some big end-users to test systems.
They focus on testing, investigation
(also on demand), training and
information sharing. One of the big
topics they are busy on at the
moment is smart-grid. They are
testing and investigating these
technics with the cooperation of
some critical industry players and
other organisation.
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At this moment Alliander, E.On, KPN
and DNV Kema are members of the
ENCS. Their partners are Westland
Infra, Wurldtech, TNO, The Radboud
University Nijmegen and Applied
Risk. [15]
As the ENCS mentioned on their
internet site [15]:
In addition we use our network in
government, academia and business
to provide:
- Applied research, demand
driven, tailored to DSOs
Information & Knowledge
sharing (including participation
in experts-,
standardization
groups & ISAC)
- End-to-end security test e.g.
conformity testing, vulnerability
assessment, penetration test,
security code review
- Web based cyber
security awareness course
- Red Blue Team training
- Class room training
- Risk assessment
- Security assessment
- Develop & evaluate security
requirements
- Monitoring solution for ICSScada & smart grids, including
network scanning and
visualization
According to the ENCS the
IEC62443 is a good standard that
can be implemented as a basic layer.
A critical point here is how will this
standard
be
monitored
and
controlled.
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7.9 The
International
Instruments
Users’
association (WIB)
The International Instruments Users’
association EWE is an organisation
at the side of the end-user. Beside all
kind of topics and safety from valves
to meters they are now also starting
with the topic of ICS Security.
As previously mentioned in this
thesis: “The WIB is currently writing
their
report;
Process
Domain
Security Requirements for Vendors
version 3. Version 2 of this report is
already adopted by the IEC and will
be implemented in the IEC standard
62433-2-4 where also rules from the
ISO27002 standard are integrated”.
Besides that they are also busy with
an online assessment tool where
end-users can check their industrial
process on ICS Security. This is
done by filling in the assessment tool
that is made up of 150 questions
from the WIB standard 2.0. The first
70 questions are most important.
After completing these questions a
strength – weakness analyses will be
made. The WIB also offers help with
filling in the assessment tool and
even to harden the weak points out
of the analyses.

As mentioned the IEC62433 is not
yet active but will be active at the
end of 2014. From then there will be
also the possibility to certify ICS
devices based on the IEC62443. The
certification authorities mentioned by
the WIB are among others: Worldtec,
TuV and Kemakeur.
Because certification will be a longterm process and will to be done
annually also the WIB assessment
tool will stay available. Especially
smaller vendors / system integrators
who do not have the resources to
invest in a compass certification
route can use this tool. This tool uses
the IEC62433 standard the outcome
will be the same. Finally it will be the
end-user who decides if they accept
the WIB assessment tool outcome as
shown in figure 14.

figure 14

The WIB standards are also used to
get certification for ICS products and
are connected to the IEC62443-2.4.
At this moment security is still pretty
small for the WIB but this will
increase. One of the most important
issues now is to get awareness at
the end-users and system integrators
by publicity, seminars and training.
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8 The
Dutch
landscape

ICS

Before starting this research there
was no real focus on how the ICS
landscape at the moment is at the
National High Tech Crime Unit
(NHTCU). After starting with setting
up this research and doing the first
literature survey it was only the plan
to interview the companies like the
end-users, critical infrastructure and
system integrators and at the
government site the NHTCU and the
NCSC. Nevertheless during this
research I got also information about
the WIB, ENCS, NFI, IT-Security
companies
and
Vendors
like
Siemens and ABB.

contacts with the companies as only
indirect via the ISAC’s. The NCSC is
only connected
to
the
vital
infrastructure while the WIB is
connected to, in most cases, the big
end-users. Looking at this picture
there is one important group that is
not monitored or helped and that is
the group of system integrators. But
also the smaller end-users are not
really supported by organisation or
governments departments like the
WIB and NCSC.

figure 16

End User (1) big end-users like
companies in the food and chemical
industry
End User (2) smaller end-users
System Integrator and vendors can
be also one company
Looking at this landscape we can
see that the Police do not have direct
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integrators
are
extra
marked
because their products are used at
the critical infrastructure and endusers.

For the end users (2) and system
integrators the ICS Security is a
totally different field. Although during
the interviews most know something
about it there is no real knowledge
that is needed to secure and harden
the process. The ICS engineer at
these end-users who previously only
was responsible for the ICS now also
have to configure the security. Most
of the time they are not aware of
organizations like NCSC, WIB and
even not the ENCS.
Above landscape was built on bases
of the interviews at the industrial
companies. When we also involve
the
other
interviews
at
the
government departments, vendors
and IT-security companies we see
that there is still some work to do at
also the critical infrastructure. Of
course there are differences between
the companies but in general the
landscape will be as follows:

Putting all the interviews and
discussions together we can say that
the Dutch ICS landscape looks like:

figure 15

departments on ICS Security so
there is a good basic level on this
topic.

Graphic 1

Above graphic displays the ICS
Security
Knowledge
at
the
companies
and
organisation
interviewed for this research it will
not display the way the companies
actually
secure
their
ICS
environment.

When taking the results from the
interviews the critical infrastructure is
ICS Security Aware. Also because
they are monitored/helped by the
NCSC and a notifiable on ICS
threats will be introduced this year.
Therefore colored green because it
is critical infrastructure and a real
attack on their ICS can have big
effects on the Dutch society.
The big End Users (1) are supported
by the WIB. Because of this support
there are meetings and sharing of
knowledge. Although not all End
Users (1) are affiliated. At most big
end users there are special
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figure 16

In this case all sectors are less ICS
Security
aware.
The
system
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9 Evaluation
and
Discussion of results
IT Security in the field of ICS is still
pretty new and a lot of companies
and organisation are struggling with
the implementation. At this moment
there is also not a real platforms for
ICS Security. On one side the NCSC
is especially looking at the side of the
companies working in the critical
infrastructure like gas, water and
energy while the WIB is focusing on
the end-users.
ISC Security awareness at the
critical
companies
and
the
implementation of ICS Security is at
a reasonable level but needs to be
on a higher level. More or less due of
the active communication with the
NCSC this level was reached.
Besides that there will be a notifiable
on ICS Security threats for these
companies. Problem here will be,
how can you control this notifiable.
The NCSC will not take the
supervision. Although the trust
between NCSC and the critical
infrastructure companies is there.
Beside that what will be an ICS
Security threat and what will be a
process failure? Another issue is
when there will be an organisation or
institute that will supervise, what
sanctions can be given?
An important result of the research is
that there is almost no research done
when systems malfunction. The
production has priority, so best for
the production is a process failure. It
has not to be reported externally so it
will take less time so the production
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can keep running. Also during the
interviews
reporting
was
not
mentioned. So with the introduction
of the notifiable there should also be
held physical audits to control on
loggings and even maybe the
compliance of standards like the
IEC62443. Maybe companies have
to have servers controlled by the
supervisory organisation or institute
so logging can be changed or
deleted.
It will be a good step if the NCSC will
take their approach as they have
done with the critical infrastructure
on ICS Security to the end-users and
also the system integrators. This can
be in cooperation with the WIB and
branch associations. So also the
knowledge on ICS Security can be
lifted to a higher level. At this
moment the smaller end-users and
system integrators are not or almost
not busy with ICS Security and so
not aware.
Also
when
designing
new
installations,
machines
or
applications security by design has
to be a standard instead of after
afterwards implement security where
needed. Another issue to take in to
consideration is the defence in
depth60. All standards organizations,
regulations and recommendations
indicate that a defence in depth
strategy should be implemented [1].
For both security by design and
defence in depth ICS security
awareness is needed to understand
60

With defence in depth layered security is
realized at all levels and technics. For
example on Physical access, Network
access, Management access and Data
access but also on the layers out of the OSI
model [1]
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why and how to implement ICS
security into industrial installations.
There are so-called ISACs but as
also mentioned by a lot of
interviewed companies these ISACs
are to policy driven and a more
operational ISAC will be a good
complement to have. Most of the
time
the
vital
infrastructure
companies and bigger end-users
visit the ISAC. At this moment there
is nothing for the system integrators.
During this research the IEC and
WIB were busy with implementing
the standard IEC62443-2. As
mentioned by a lot of companies
during the interviews a good step
forwards. Only time will be needed to
implement and have the industry to
get to know this standard. Also what
are vendors doing with this standard
the discussions with Siemens and
ABB learned that these vendors are
busy with ICS Security implementing
in their ICS products. But what are
other vendors doing, especially
smaller vendors who do not have the
employees, knowledge and funds?
And what are other continents with
high end industrial vendors like the
United States of America and Japan
doing? Are they accepting the
IEC62443 or do they have their own
standards like the NIST800 rules in
the US?
At this moment the knowledge at the
NHTCU on ICS Security is low.
Although
there
were
some
employees from the NHTCU send to
the ENCS training Advanced Cyber
Security Course for Industrial Control
Systems and Smart Grid the real
knowledge is missing. Especially
when looking at the real ICS devices
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like PLC’s, IPC’s, HMI, remote I/O
and SCADA systems. Also the
knowledge on the real processes is
not available to these employees.
There are no professional relations
between operational employees of
NHTCU and employees, like IT
security officers or ICS engineers,
from the companies. The only
professional contact between the
NHTCU
and
the
interviewed
companies is on a policy level via the
ISACs.
Until today, July 2014, there were no
real investigations at the Team High
Tech Crime on ICS related cases.
When looking at the companies that
were interviewed for this research
one of the most important outcome
was that there is almost no
knowledge on how to investigate
systems that have been under
attack. In almost all cases the
production has priority. When looking
at it from the point of view from the
companies this is logical. But when it
is a real attack, no knowledge on
how to handle is available, so nonretainable data is not saved. This
can make a criminal investigation
almost impossible. Companies can
easily invest in this area by only
thinking about how to handle and do
some
research
on
available
application to retain memory and
network connections.
As also seen during the online
survey the companies filled in that
they are logging but that they are not
analysing the logs. So when a
problem occurs in their network the
first action is to do analyses on the
network logs before they can handle,
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if the logs are understood at all and
can be quickly analysed by scripting.
Besides that they might not in the
position to update their firewall for
changes in network traffic. Keeping
up with the logs and change the
firewall rules will help to harden the
ICS infrastructure and saves time
when action is needed.

can use their engineering laptop for
their own private internet surfing.
Even in some cases family members
are also allowed to use the engineer
laptop to search and surf the internet
or run their applications. Especially
as most danger comes from inside
the company, this is a real security
threat.

Especially the IDS is an important
security device to get information
from. The IDS will arm the user with
valuable and critical information
about attack. With this information,
application or devices like firewalls
can updated with new rules [2].

Also the fact that the IT and OT
department are still two different
departments is a big security threat.
Especially when both also do not talk
the same language the chance of
misunderstanding is big. Result can
be that the OT fixes the problem
without IT knowing about it. This can
give problems in the future when
systems has be patched or
exchanged. The infrastructure blue
print is then not complete or up-todate so systems in the network
become quickly out-dated. Also the
IT has to realise that the OT has
other demands and wishes than
colleagues from office departments.

Patch management is at the most
interviewed companies available
although the professional way how to
manage is very various. Vulnerability
management, risk management and
rollback systems are at almost all
companies not or almost never
available. When available this was at
the critical infrastructure companies.
Especially these policies can help to
reduce vulnerabilities and get quickly
online again after an attack or
infection.
Another critical point at almost all
interviewed companies is the lack of
policy when using USB devices
inside the ICS area. Most companies
do not have any policy for this.
Related to the fact that most
companies also think that the most
danger comes from the inside of the
company than this will be big security
gap where companies need to invest
in.
Also the fact that a lot of companies
do not have rules for taking the
engineer laptop home. Engineers
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A good outcome of the interviews is
that most companies are connecting
via their office to the ICS on location.
So there is no direct connection
possible to the ICS from the internet.
Most of the time the unlocking of the
ICS is done to send data to the
office, let managers monitor certain
parameters and let engineering
logging in to the system to monitor
and/or make changes.
Also in the most cases connection is
done by a VPN connection only in
some cases companies are using
applications like Teamviewer. When
using Teamviewer there will be
control over the whole computer so
also actions not directly related to the
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ICS are possible because connection
is directly at the ICS device like an
industrial computer. Also there are
companies who are using their own
server to connect but they do not
have the knowledge to maintain this
server in a proper way because they
miss the knowledge for this. Also the
fact that in these cases the server is
not installed in closed and lockable
rooms and the companies in most
cases are situated at desolate
industrial areas especially at night
and in the weekends gives security
threats.

Security for their system integrators
and the system integrators have to
point their customers on ICS Security
when needed.

All companies are securing their ICS
with additional security devices or
applications like: Firewalls and IDS.
Also
some
companies
do
segmentation and isolation. Data
diodes and anomaly scanners are
less used although some companies
are looking at these technics and
some are even starting with tests.
Also password policies are at the
most companies available, only
some do not have a password policy
what will also give again security
gaps. An concern at the password
policy can be found at the system
integrators. Some are using the
same passwords for different remote
connections.

9.1 What steps need to be
taken?

So the way of connecting to the ICS
is in most cases secured by the
companies. There is only another
issue that is not secured as it should
be.
Systems,
application
and
machines build, programmed and
installed by system integrators are
not or almost never checked before
implementing them into the process
by the end-user. Also looking at the
beginning of this line end users have
to setup clear demands on ICS
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In this last case there can be a
problem because system integrators
want get the orders to build, program
and install the system. When
confronting the end user with all
kinds of additional costs the order
can be at risk. So clear demands
from the end user will help. These
demands should be clear, feasible
and controllable.

Looking at the side of the National
High Tech Crime Unit (NHTCU) the
knowledge has to be put on a higher
level.
Starting
with
sending
employees to the ENCS course but
also by visiting Industrial exhibitions
and letting them join courses or
workshops at vendors so they get
more familiar with the ICS devices by
programming them themselves. Also
it will be good that the policy
department will get operational
employees introduced at the different
ISACs and take them to meeting
where the users of the ICS meet. So
a network can also be build on an
operational level.
ISACs should also have an
operational character or maybe there
should be an operational ISAC
parallel on the “normal” ISAC. As
mentioned previously it can help,
when operational employees are
introduced to the ISACs or meetings.
Knowledge on ICS Security at the
smaller end-users and system
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integrators has to be lifted to a higher
level.
Because
the
system
integrators also install their systems,
applications and machine at the endusers and critical infrastructure. The
NCSC and WIB can help in this by
meeting in the middle. Think about
setting up clear ICS Security
demands for end users and critical
infrastructure and learn the basics on
ICS Security to the system
integrators. Maybe setup a level list
of ICS Security so system integrators
can offer this as security on basic
level, middle level and higher level.
ICS Security demands should be
clear, feasible and controllable.

demands are also really
implemented into the system,
machine or application. The same
also applies for the system integrator
when receiving product from his
vendor, as shown in figure

At a lot of end-users and system
integrators the NCSC is not known.
Getting a link on sites of union and
organisation like the WIB and FHI
could be help. Also publish in
literature could help to get better
known by end-users and system
integrators.
There should be a shared
accountability, the end user has to
ask/demand and the system
integrator has to follow up and even
improve when necessary. This so
ICS Security will be a standard the
same as Industrial Safety is now.
Also the end-user has to check if the
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Vulnerability-, risk- and patch
management should be also part of
the ICS infrastructure and not only
part of the office environment. The
same counts for the password policy,
most of the time implemented at the
office environment but not at the ICS
environment.
When companies monitor their
network traffic they also have to think
about the way they analyse these
logs. Without analysing the logs,
logging the network traffic is almost
unnecessary. It will be some work in
the beginning but when automated it
can be a real help when problem
occur but also to keep the network
rules up to date will become more
easy to do.

Remark:
While writing this part of the thesis
I was invited to take part in a
seminar
on
ICS
Security
Awareness setup by the WIB for
the Association for Electrical
Engineer Companies. And also
present the first results at system
integrators and vendors.

restricted mobile devices inside the
ICS area.

they can do a first response and
secure the network connections,
make a memory dump, capture
malware, make a snapshot, secure
logs and have their network
blueprints ready and up to date to
hand over.
In addition to become forensics
ready, companies not only should
look inside but also outside their
company. Get in contact with the
Internet Service Provider and know
the name of the security officer so
they can act quickly when needed.
Come in contact with the local law
enforcement agencies and contact
IT-security companies for a null
analysis and also keep here the
contact warm.
Remark:

figure 17

Companies have to invest in the
communication between IT and OT
departments. They need to talk the
same language and cooperate with
each other. It is a possibility for
companies
start
to
exchange
employees for the IT to OT and vice
versa for some weeks or months so
they learn each other working field.
Companies have to setup rules how
to use the engineer laptop. In this
case it is even better to exclude the
engineer laptop from internet traffic
when it has not an internal IPaddress. Connection from outside
the company is only possible via a
fixed VPN client. Also bringing in
USB devices into the ICS area has to
be limited and controlled also when
having
problems
with
WLAN
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Some
companies
have
their
infrastructure as login server, web
server and monitor server at their
own site. Not only they do not have
the knowledge and in most cases the
time to keep these servers up to date
they are also installed in not
controlled rooms. Also the fact that
most industrial areas are desolate,
theft and fire can be a real concern.
Outsourcing of these servers at
trustable service providers will be a
better solution.
Companies have to invest in basic
forensics so they can analyse
attacks and hand this information
over to IT-security companies or law
enforcement when needed in a
criminal investigation. As previously
mentioned
companies
should
become “forensics ready”. This so
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Not taking into this research but
also Dutch technical schools on
middle and higher level should
implement ICS Security into their
courses.

9.2 What steps
taken?

have

been

The most important step taken is the
publication this
year
of
the
IEC62443. Although it will take time,
it is a first step in regulation of ICS
Security. Also the assessment tool
introduced by the WIB will help to get
the standard accepted but also here
it will take time. Getting the standard
and assessment tool fully accepted
by end-users at one-side and system
integrators / vendors at the other
side the companies should stay in
contact and discuss.
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There was already a seminar
initiated by the WIB and FHI61 about
the IEC62433, ICS Security and the
WIB assessment tool for system
integrators. Besides the WIB and
FHI, also some end-user gave a
presentation about the way they look
at ICS Security and the role of the
system integrator here. Because this
research was known at the WIB
there was also a presentation of the
first results of this research. More
seminars will follow to keep the
discussion on going so end-users
and system integrators / vendors
stay in contact.

companies. This gave them some
reading to do to become more aware
on
ICS
Security.

With this also the system integrators
and vendors are involved in the new
standard IEC62433 and the interest
of cyber security at industrial
installations.
With
getting
the
followers of both the WIB and FHI
known with this standard and getting
them aware on ICS Security, it can
be a successful first step.
The awareness on ICS Security at
the NHTCU is moved to a higher
level. Employees are sent to the ICS
course of the ENCS and are
introduced at the SCADA group
initiated by the NFI.
Companies who were not fully aware
on ICS Security are increasing their
awareness on it because of the
online survey and the interview for
this research. Especially pointing the
companies on literature about ICS
Security and pointing them on the
existence of the NCSC whitepapers
was gratefully received by the
61

FHI Collective
companies
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11 Appendices
Attachment results online survey on ICS Security Awareness
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Attachment results interview questions on Technical / Operation and
Management / Organisation issues of ICS Security
Not available in this version
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